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It is shown that the chromatic index of a nearly-disjoint hypergraph on n vertices 
is at most n + o(n). This is an approximate version of the well-known conjecture of 
Erdiis, Faber, and Lo&z stating that the chromatic index is at most n. 0 1992 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Terminology (briefly): A hypergruph %? on (uertex) set X is a collection 
of subsets of X (called edges of 8’). A matching of 2 is a collection of 
pairwise disjoint edges, and the chromatic index, f(X), of X is the least 
size of a collection of matchings whose union is X. 
Following [ 111 we call 2 nearly-disjoint if IA n BI d 1 for all dir$inct 
A, BE X. For such hypergraphs we have the celebrated 
ERD~S-FABER-LOVASZ CONJECTURE (e.g., [4]). IfX is nearly-disjoint on 
a set of size n then x’(S) <n. 
(That this is equivalent to the original statement of the conjecture was 
perhaps first noted by Hindman [7].) Our purpose here is to observe that 
this is at least approximately correct: 
THEOREM 1. Zf 2 is a nearly-disjoint hypergraph on a set of size n then 
~‘(2)<(1 +o(l))n. 
This improves (for large n) the best previous upper bound, r 1.5-21, due 
to Chang and Lawler [3]. (See also [ 1 l] for a proof of the (not at all 
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obvious) fact that X contains a matching of size at least 1X1/n, and [S] 
for a much easier proof of a more general weighted version of this state- 
ment.) That a result like Theorem 1 might be of interest was first suggested 
to the author by Janos Komlos. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on a generalization of the following 
beautiful result of Pippenger and Spencer (following earlier remarkable 
discoveries of Rod1 [lo] and Frank1 and Rod1 [6]). Recall that Z is 
k-uniform if all its members have size k. For x, y E X we set d(x) = d,(x) = 
J{AEH:xEA}] andd(x,?1)=d,(x,y)=({AE~C:x,I’EA}/. 
THEOREM 2 [9]. For every k 2 2 and v > 0 there exists p > 0 such that 
if 2 is a k-untform hypergraph on a set X satisfying for some D, 
(1 -p)D<d(x)<D for all XEX 
and 
d(x, y) </ID for all distinct x, y E X, 
then 
x’(X)<(l+v)D. 
We say that 2 is k-bounded if each of its members has size at most k. 
A coloring of X by a set C is a function f: # -+ C such that f (A ) # f(B) 
whenever A n B # 0. 
Our (slightly technical) generalization of Theorem 2 is 
THEOREM 3. For every k k 2, v > 0, and 0 <n < 1 with 
(1.1) 
(where the right-hand side is 0 if n =0) there exists fi > 0 such that the 
following is true. Suppose & is a k-bounded hypergraph on a set X such that 
d(x)QD for all xcX 
and 
d(x, y) < /ID for all distinct x, y E X. 
Suppose further that C is a set of size at least (1 + v) D and for each A E 2 
let C(A) be a subset of C of size at most nD. Then there is a coloring 
f: Z + C such that for all A E Z, f(A) 4 C(A). 
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Remark. We believe that Theorem 3 is still true if (1.1) is weakened to 
v > q > 0, in which case a more natural statement is (we write D(X) for the 
largest degree in Z? ). 
CONJECTURE. For all k > 2 and E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that the 
following is true. If the k-bounded hypergraph 2, set C, and subsets 
C(A) s C (A e 2) satisfj 
jC(A)I >(l +&)D(X) forafl AEYE’, (1.2) 
and 
d(x, y) <SD(H) for all x, y E V(X), (1.3) 
then there is a coloring f: 2 + C such that f(A) E C(A) for all A E 2”. 
This would be extremely interesting (but by the same token may be 
expected to be more difftcult), e.g., since it would imply that the list 
chromatic number of a simple D-regular graph (see, e.g., [l]) is less than 
D + o(D), whereas the current best bound for this problem [2] is about 
lD/4. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 2, and in Section 3 we 
indicate what additions to the argument of [9] are required for Theorem 3. 
2. THEOREM 1 
We must show that for given E > 0 (which may, of course, be assumed 
fairly small) we have ~‘(2”) < (1 + E)n provided I? is nearly disjoint on n 
vertices with n sufficiently large. 
Set a = r3/~], b = r(5a2 log l/e)/s] and partition 2 = ;X; v X? v J&, 
where 
c$ = {AE%: IAl >b}, 
Si?~=(A~X:a<~A~<b), 
Z3= {AE&?: IAl <a}. 
Let C,,C, be disjoint sets of sizes L(1 + &/2)n J and L&n/21, respectively. 
We will color & u Y& by C, and ;yi”2 by CZ. 
(1) Let A$= {A,, . . . . A,} with IAll 2 ... > IA,1 and note that if 
lAij = 1 (>b) then 
I(j<i: A,nA&(ZI)I SF< IC,]. 
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Thus a coloring fj: 4 -+ C, is obtained simply by choosing for i = 1, . . . . r, 
f,(Ai)ECl\{f(Aj):j<i, AjnAi#/21}. (This idea also appears in [3] and 
had apparently been used earlier by various people to show the easy bound 
2n - 3.) 
(2) Note that degrees in X2 are at most D := (n - 1)/a. Take n large 
enough so that D > l/b, where p is the value in Theorem 3 corresponding 
to k = b, v = 4, and v = 0. Then Theorem 3 gives 
x1(=%) G L(1 + v)DJ 6 IC,I, 
so there exists a coloring fi : X2 -+ C,. 
(3) Set D = n, k = a, v = Len/2 J/n, and q = u/b. A little calculation 
shows that (for small enough E) v, q satisfy (1.1). For A E #j set 
C(A)= (~EC~:~BE$ such that BnA#@ andf,(B)=y}. 
To complete the proof it is enough to show the existence of a coloring 
f3: &$ -+ C, with f,(A) $ C(A) for all A. But 
Thus for n > l/B, where b is the value in Theorem 3 corresponding to the 
above values of k, v, q, Theorem 3 gives the desired f3. 1 
3. THEOREM 3 
We first show that it is enough to prove Theorem 3 for k-uniform, 
D-regular hypergraphs. (Recall X is D-regular if all its vertices have degree 
D.) For 9 a hypergraph on W and VE W define Fl.=(An V:AEF:, 
A n V# 0). (Note we retain multiple edges.) 
Given & as in Theorem 3, let Xc’ be the hypergraph on X consisting of 
X together with D - d,(x) copies of (x} for each x E X. 
PROPOSITION. For any X, X’ as above there exists a k-unzform, D-regular 
hypergruph 9 on some WZ X such that 
(a) 9jIx=X’ 
(b) for all distinct x, YE W, 
d&x, Y) 
1 
= d,(x> Y) ifx, y E X (this follows from (a)) 
<1 
. otherwise. 
ProojI Routine. 1 
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Now the assignment 
C(B) = C(A) 
if BnX=AeX 
0 otherwise; 
(BE F) shows that Theorem 3 holds for .X”, provided it holds for 9. 
We assume henceforth that Y? is k-uniform and D-regular. The proof of 
Theorem 3 now follows that of Theorem 2 with a few modifications. We do 
assume substantial familiarity with [9]. This is a bit awkward, but the only 
alternative seems to be repetition of a good portion of their rather lengthy 
argument. (It would be nice if Theorem 3-or at least Theorem l-were 
simply a consequence of Theorem 2, but we do not see this.) 
For our purposes the argument of [9] may be summarized as follows: 
We begin with parameters 9, E > 0 and S, t E fV (9, E will eventually be 
small, while 9s and .st will be large) and define 
a=cePEk(l -e--“‘)/(l -e-‘), 
D(h) = e-=PhD 3 O<h<s, 
u(h) = L$Dchpl’J, 1dhG.s. 
(Notes on asymptotics: For fixed values of the above parameters the 
proof will involve various asymptotic statements, which are understood to 
holdasj?-tO.WeuseA-B,A~B,andA=o(B)forA/B+l,limA/B<l, 
and A/B -+ 0, respectively. As in [9] we adopt the “uniformity” convention 
that any limit assertion involving one or more free variables ranging over 
vertices (or edges) holds uniformly for all choices of these variables.) 
The initial (and main) phase of the proof of Theorem 2 proceeds by 
removing matchings (called “packings” in [9]) in s stages, the matchings 
removed at stage h being, say, py’, . . . . P$k,, and the hypergraph remaining 
after stage h being 
z(h)= # (J u; p;“. 
\ i-1 j-1 
(Notational discrepancies: we use 2 rather than the G of [9]; the super- 
scripted quantities P,!“’ do not appear explicitly in [9], but are convenient 
for the present discussion.) 
Crucial here is perpetuation of the condition that all degrees in JP) are 
close to Dch’, precisely, 
I@’ - Dci)l < o(D”‘) for all u, (3.1) 
where 0:“’ is the degree of u in X (h’ Given that (3.1) holds for i < h - 1, . 
an improved version of [6] yields the existence of a random variable P 
taking values in the power set of Xch- ‘) and satisfying 
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(I) Zf A, BE P and A # B then A n B = 0 (that is, P is a matching). 
(II) ForallAEZ”h-l), the event “A E P” is independent of all events 
“BEP”for which (B~X’~-‘)and) A,..,(A, B)>2t. 
(III) For all AEX’(~-“~ Pr(AEP)-a/D’hp”. 
(Here A,- ,(A, B) is the distance between A and B, i.e., the least j E N for 
which there exist A,=A, AI,...,A,=B in Y?‘~-” with Aip,nAi#f21.) 
That (for large enough D) PihI, . . . . P$,, may then be chosen so that (3.1) 
holds for i = h is shown by noting that for P,, . . . . P,(,, independent instan- 
ces of P the following are true: 
(A) E[Dt,“] ND@’ (this follows from (III)). 
(B) Thesequence (M,,(r)}~‘h/,givenbyM,(r)=E[D~~‘)d,,,...,.,(v)] 
is a martingale with I&f,(r) - M,(r - 1)l 6 1 for all r, so that 
Pr( ID:“) - EIDl,h’]J > i?Drh’) < 2 exp[ -(sDCh))*/2u(h)]. 
Thus if Q,, is the event “ID:!‘) - Dch’( > JD(h’,” 
WQ,) < cD, (3.2) 
where c < 1 is a constant depending on 6. 
(C) By (II) the event Q, is independent of all events Q,. for which 
A(v, w) > 2t + 1 (where A denotes distance, defined in the usual way), and 
an application of the Lovasz local lemma [S, p. 616; or, e.g., 123 finishes 
the argument. 
After s iterations the number of matchings used is 
5 s 
h:, 4h)d 1 $e- 
2”‘/‘-1)D=gD(1 -e-““.y/(l -,-X8), 
h=l 
The remaining hypergraph, X”J), has all degrees close to D’“’ = e -or9sD and 
may therefore be colored (greedily) by about ke-“$“D colors. This gives 
which tends to D as E, 9 + 0 and Et, 9s + GO. 1 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 3 for k-uniform D-regular &‘. We 
may assume here that v > 0, since the case q = 0 is included in Theorem 2. 
As in the preceding discussion, we let E, 9 + 0 and Et + co; but we set 
~=ruidw0mdi. 
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We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2 with a few additions. Let 
us fix some ordering of C with the first C”,= 1 u(h) elements being 
{yj”‘: 1 <j< u(h), 1 < h <s}, where yjh’ precedes yjh” if h < h’ or (h = h’ 
and) j< j’. The matching Pj”’ will be the set of edges receiving color yj”‘. 
Define 
&I(“‘= {A: 3j, A E Pjh’, and yjh’~ C(A)}, 
Bi,h’= ({AE@~‘: UEA)I, 
B, = i B:?. 
h=l 
The main point is to show that, at each stage h, the matchings Pjh’ can 
be chosen so that in addition to (3.1) we have 
B,i5(rllog(llv)P for all 0 E X. (3.3) 
If this is true then we again finish greedily. Set 
x”‘= yyo(s’” fi g(h), 
h=l 
C’=C\{yjh’: 1 <j<u(h), 1 <h&s} 
and note that for each u E X, 
d,,(o) =,Dl”’ + B, 5 (q + q log( l/q))D 
(by (3.3) and (3.1), using D’“‘=epzS”D<qD). We may thus color the 
edges of H’ greedily using C’, since when we come to coloring A E F, 
the number of colors forbidden is asymptotically at most 
[k(q + q log( l/q)) + q] D, so by (1.1) is less than VD (<ICI) for large 
enough D. 
To prove (3.3) we show, roughly as in the proof of (3.1), that the 
matchings Pj”’ can be chosen so that each Ba’ is close to its expectation- 
say Ba) -and then show an upper bound on xi=, Ba’ similar to the 
bound in (3.3). (Note. Ba’ is regarded as a random variable only during 
stage h, at which time we are conditioning on the values of Pji’ for i< h. 
The bound on C Bz,h’ will be valid whenever these Pi” have been chosen to 
satisfy (3.1).) 
The matchings Pjh) may be chosen so that for all v E X, 
(a) IDCh’ - Dth’l c o(DCh’) 
(b) B&Blh)+o(D). 
(i.e., (3.1) holds) and 
(3.4) 
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To see this consider a lixed stage h, and as before let P,, . . . . Pufh, be inde- 
pendent instances of the random variable P. For 0 < r d u(h), set 
B,(r)=I(A3u:3j,1~j~r,AEPj,y:h’EC(A))( 
and 
Then {N,(r)} YE/, is a martingale with N,(O) = 8?), N,(u(h))=@‘, and 
IN,(r) -N,(r- 1)1 < 1 for all r. Thus, denoting by R, the event 
“BI,h’ - Bch’ > 6D,” we have D 
WR,,) < exp[ - (6D)2/24h)l 
(see, e.g., [12, p. 551) which with (3.2) yields 
WQ, u R,) < cD 
for some c < 1 depending on 6. As in [9], the event Qv u R,, is independent 
of all but at most (2t + l)(k - 1)2’D2’ events QW, u R,,, so since 
(2t+ 1)(/k- l)*‘cD-+O (D + co), the Lo&z local lemma gives (3.4). 
Next we consider the expected values Da’ (again, supposing the 
matchings Pj.‘) with i < h have been chosen satisfying (3.1)). For A E 3t? set 
C,(A)= ((j:yjh’EC(A))(. By (III), for each AE%(~~“, 
Thus, 
5 $&jx {C,(A): UEAafP-‘)). 
Set h(A) = max{h: A E J?(~)}, and note that for each u and h, 
J{A3~:h(A)=h}l~u(h+1)~9e-“‘~D. 
Combining (3.5) and (3.6) we have 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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0 C & i: Ch(A) 
A30 h=l 
C(A) 
<ax-e xSh(A) 
A3G D 
s-l 
<aq 1 e”“hl{A3u:h(A)=h)( 
h=O 
< aq$sD 
(3.7) 
Finally, combining (3.4) and (3.7), we have (3.3) and the proof is 
complete. 1 
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